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Abstract. In recent years, several laws have been decreed, at both national and European levels, to mandate private and public organizations to share their Cyber Security related information. However, existing threat sharing platforms implement ”classical” access control mechanisms or at most centralized attribute-based encryption (ABE) to prevent data leakage and preserve data confidentiality. These schemes are
well-known to be suffering from a single point of failure on security aspects. That is, if the central authority is compromised, the confidentiality
of the shared sensitive information is no longer ensured. To address this
challenge, we propose a new ABE scheme combining both the advantages
of centralized and decentralized ABE while overcoming their weaknesses.
It overcomes the centralized ABE’s single point of failure on security by
requiring the collaboration of several entities for decryption key issuing.
In addition, in contrast to existing decentralized ABE schemes, our construction does not require the data providers to fully trust all attributes
authorities, only a single authority should be trusted. Finally, we formally prove the security of our ABE construction in the generic group
model.
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Introduction

Several studies and experts have recognised Cyber Security Threat Information
Sharing among European operators of critical infrastructures (and essential services) as a mandatory step for continuous improvement of the national security
posture [7]. It enhances the pro-activeness of security practitioners through the
exchange of actionable information related to network and information security,
such as threats, incidents, vulnerabilities, mitigating measures and best practices. Therefore, the European Council resolution 68/01 of 2007 ”encourage,
where appropriate in cooperation with The European Network and Information
Security Agency (ENISA), effective exchanges of information and cooperation
between the relevant organisations and agencies at national level; to commit to
fighting spam, spyware and malware”[21].
More recently, the European legislation such as NIS Directive or the Cyber
Security Act advocated and incentivised the creation of sectoral Information
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Sharing and Analysis Centers (ISACs) both at national and Europe Levels.
ISACs are non-profit structures that aim to provide a federated structure to
gather, analyses and share threat information among sectorial communities of
private and public stakeholders. However, setting up and running ISACs is facing several technical, financial and legal barriers[1, 14]. Alongside cost-saving and
poor management, the lack of trust and potential reputational risks are the most
critical barriers to effective information sharing [1].
In the next subsection, we use an illustrative case-study to further motivate
the need for a fine-grained and secure threat information sharing mechanism as
a mean to mitigate the risk of sensitive information leakage and to incentive
critical operators and legal authorities to share valuable information.
1.1

Illustrative Case-study

France was the first European country to have gone through the regulatory
process to implement an adequate and mandatory Cyber Security for “Critical
Infrastructures Information Protection” (CIIP). As such, a dedicated CIIP regulatory framework was established in 2013 under the name of “CIIP law”. As the
national authority for Cyber Security and cyber defence, the ANSSI is in charge
of coordinating the Cyber Security aspect of the framework and accompanying
the critical operators (called “operators of vital importance”) in implementing
the new measures. In this law, a critical operator is defined as ”operator[s] whose
unavailability could strongly threaten the economical or military potential, the
security or the resilience of the Nation”. As part of the CIIP law, critical operators must notify the national authority ANSSI of any cyber incident targeting
their critical information systems. The type of incidents to be notified have also
been specified by sectorial orders.
However, setting up and running ISACs is facing several technical, financial
and legal barriers among which

Fig. 1. Illustrative Use-Case (Adapted from[2])

As illustrated in the figure above, the cyber incident handling process is
coordinated by the French Authority ANSSI. The process starts when a cyber
incident occurs in a critical operator (1). If the incident concerns an Information
System of Vital Importance (SIIV), the critical operator sends an incident form
to the national authority ANSSI (2). The critical operator will receive ANSSI
support that can take the form of remote recommendations or onsite technical
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assistance to handle the incident (3). The completed incident declaration form is
a ”confidential” document as it may contain sensitive information that disclosure
can lead to criminal prosecution. Thus only secure communication means or
post can be used to send the document in order to preserve its integrity and
confidentiality. CIIP law imposes ANSSI to preserve incidents information at
State level (4-5). However, ANSSI is allowed to use technical information to
analyse and anticipate cyber-crisis. These analyse, after being anonymised, can
be shared further with other critical operators at the national or European level
to strengthen their capacity to detect sophisticated attacks.
Nowadays, the above incident management and threat information sharing
process is for the most important part manual. The critical operator need to
download a form, complete it and send it by post or secure communication
channel. The advent of cyber threat management platforms such as OpenCTI1
will bring progressively higher degree of automation and accelerate detection
and response of new security threats. Figure 2, illustrates how such platforms
can be used to automate the process described in the case-study.

Fig. 2. Automation of Cyber Threat Information Sharing

However, using such platforms to share confidentials data as presented above
requires a Secure and Robust Cyber Security Threat Information Sharing mechanism. The next section presents the main contributions of the article to address
security and robustness (e.g. Single Point of Failure) challenges raised by the use
of such platforms.
1

https://www.opencti.io/en/
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Our Contributions

In this paper, three main contributions are proposed. First, we propose a secure
and robust cyber threat intelligent (CTI) sharing solution. That is, we use a
novel ABE based construction to ensure fine grained access control on shared
data items. Compared to existing CTI sharing solutions, ours provides higher
robustness level as it does not involve any single point failure on security. Second, we propose a novel ABE construction combining both the advantages of
centralized and decentralized ABE while overcoming their weaknesses. Our ABE
construction overcomes the centralized ABE’s single point failure on security by
requiring the collaboration of several entities for decryption key issuing. Moreover, our construction does not require the data providers to fully trust all attributes authorities, only a single authority should be trusted by data providers.
Finally, we formally prove the security and the robustness of our solution in the
generic group model.
1.3

Paper Organization

Our paper has the following structure. We begin in Section 2 by reviewing related
work and details the main contributions of our work. In Section 3, we introduce
some basic concepts that will be used to build our construction as well as the
assumptions under which our schemes achieve provable security. In section 4,
we give the overview of the considered system model, ABE scheme definition,
threat model, and security requirements. Then, Section 5 details our proposed
decentralized ABE scheme. In Section 6, we provide the security results of our
proposed construction. We conclude in Section 7. Finally, the appendix reports
the formal proofs of the security properties ensured by our ABE construction.

2
2.1

Related Work
Privacy-preserving Cyber Security Information Sharing

In the context of Cyber Security information sharing automation, various protocols and standards have been proposed, such as TAXII, STIX, CybOX, VERIS,
MAEC, SCAP and IODEF [9, 19]. Security information sharing in competitive
environments with the game theory approach has been studied in [10]. The
study of privacy issues in Cyber Security information sharing in [22, 23]. Several
information sharing programs, such as CISSP, NCCIC, ISAC, have also been
developed in [9].
The recent studies [24, 26] review the current state of the art on cyber threat
intelligence (CTI) sharing, identifying associated benefits and barriers. These
works highlight that issues of security, trustworthiness, provenance, and privacy
remain open research challenges in cyber threat intelligence sharing in that they
have not been comprehensively addressed.
Therefore, in this paper, we focus at the most recent and elaborate work on
CTI sharing, in order to make it more secure, especially against attackers who
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target the sharing mechanism itself. One of the most recent Framework using
Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE) scheme is [16]. It allows to address several issues related to CTI sharing not resolved by previous
works, namely: the confidentiality of personal information, fine-grained access
control, reliability, auditability. The authors propose to combine the TATIS security framework, which provides fine-grained protection for the threat intelligence platform API, with the capabilities of the distributed registry to enable
trusted and reliable sharing of threat intelligence, with the ability to verify the
provenance of the threat intelligence.
Nevertheless, After reviewing the current state of the art in cyber threat
intelligence (CTI) sharing, we came to the conclusion that all ABE based CTI
sharing approaches use a single authority. In a single-authority-system, all trust
rests on the single authority, so if the authority is compromised, the entire system
and there is an overhead on the Central Authority (CA) for key management.
Hence, to deal with a single point of failure (SPOF), we propose in our work to
use the decentralized systems approach which distribute the responsibility among
several entities. Moreover, to address the SPOF flaw, our ABE approach, allows
to keep the data contrability, namely, among the chosen attribute authorities
that ensure the responbility of sharing, one of them will be identified as a trusted
attribute authority (TAA) by the data provider and at each new access to its
data it will have the control to generate a key decryption or not. More technical
details to address these failures will be given in the following section.
2.2

ABE Access Control

Attribute-based encryption (ABE) was introduced in 2005 by Sahai and Waters
[17]. It is a one-to-many public key encryption scheme, i.e. we encrypt with a
single key and we have the possibility to generate several keys to decrypt. ABE
provides highly granular access control, scalable key management and flexible
data distribution [11]. It allows data to be encrypted and shared on the basis of
descriptive attributes, without any prior knowledge of the identity of recipients.
Only entities with attributes that satisfy a data access policy can decrypt a
text. ABE has been widely studied in the literature resulting in many ABE
constructions [11]. These constructions can be classified into single-authority [4]
and multi-authority [6] ABE. In single-authority setting, the attributes as well
as the access key (decryption key) issuing are managed by a single authority,
while in the multi-authority setting, the attributes are generated by multiple
authorities, yet each authority is responsible of issuing access keys for the data
that has been encrypted using its public key. As pointed out in [12], both single
and multi-authority ABE constructions suffer from a single-point of failure on
security. That is, once an authority is compromised, an adversary can easily
obtain the the authority’s master key that can be used to generate private keys
of any subset of the attributes managed by the compromised authority to access
(decrypt) the encrypted data. To deal with the previous security weakness, Li et
al [12] proposed a new ABE multi-authority ABE construction called TMACS,
where the set of authorities collaboratively manage the whole set of attributes
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and no one of the authorities has full control of any specific attribute. Thanks to
the usage of the (t, n) threshold secret sharing proposed in [15], TMACS is proved
to be secured when less that t authorities are compromised by an adversary.
The robustness of the TMACS construction comes at the expense of data
access controllability. That is, regardless the access policy that will be enforced
by the data owner on the encrypted data, any set of t authorities can issue a
decryption key for the encrypted data. Hence, the data owner needs to fully
trust all the involved authorities in the system, which is seldom satisfied in real
world secure data sharing use cases, including our secure CTI sharing use case.
Compared to existing ABE constructions, the ABE scheme we are proposing
in this paper achieves a high level of robustness while providing a better data
access controllability to data provider. That is, instead of requiring all attribute
authorities to be trusted by all data providers, each data provider needs only to
trust a single attribute authority.

3

Preliminary

In this section, we give background information on bilinear maps and the security
assumption we are considering. Then, we give a brief description of the trusted
third party free secret sharing method proposed by Pedersen in [15].
3.1

Bilinear Maps

Let G and GT be two multiplicative cyclic group of prime order p. Let g be a
generator of G and e : G × G → GT be a bilinear map having the following
properties:
– Symmetric bilinearity: for all g1 , g2 ∈ G and a, b ∈ Zp , we have e(g1a , g2b ) =
e(g1b , g2a ) = e(g1 , g2 )a·b .
– Non-degeneracy: e(g,g) 6= 1.
– The group operations in G and e(·, ·) are efficiently computable.
In the sequel, the we refer to the tuple (G, GT , p, e(·, ·)) as a bilinear environment.
Definition 1 (independence [5]). Let P, Q ∈ Fp [X1 , · · · , Xn ] be two s-tuples
of n-variate polynomials over Fp . Write P = (p1 , · · · , ps ) and Q = (q1 , · · · , qs ).
We say that polynomial f ∈ Fp [X1 , · · · , Xn ] is dependant on the sets (P,Q) if
(a)
(b)
there exists s2 + s constant {ϑi,j }si,j=1 , {ϑk }sk=1 such that
f=

X
i,j

(a)

ϑi,j · pi · pj +

X

(b)

ϑ k · qk

k

We say that f is independent of (P, Q) if f is not dependent on (P, Q).
Definition 2 (GDHE assumption [5]). Let (G, GT , p, e(·, ·)) be a bilinear
environment and s,n be positive integers. Let P, Q ∈ Fp [X1 , · · · , Xn ] be two stuples of n-variate polynomials over Fp and let f ∈ Fp [X1 , · · · , Xn ]. Let g be a
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generator of G and gt = e(g, g) ∈ GT . The GDHE assumption states that, given
the vector
H(x1 , · · · , cn ) = (g P (x1 ,···,xn ) , g Q(x1 ,···,xn ) ) ∈ Gs × GsT
f (x1 ,···,xc )

it hard to decide whether U = gt
(P,Q).
3.2

or U is random if f is independent of

Trusted Third Party Free Threshold Secret Sharing

In a secret sharing scheme, a secret is distributed among several participants
organized in an access structure listing all groups that can access the secret.
The objective is to provide information specific to each participant so that only
a specific group of participants can reconstruct the secret. Several practical secret
sharing schemes have been proposed [3, 8, 15, 18]. In this work, we use the trusted
third party free threshold secret sharing construction proposed in [15], which we
briefly describe as following.
Consider a system involving a set P = {P1 , P2 , · · · , Pn } of n participants and
a threshold t (t ≤ n). Let us suppose that to each participant Pi ∈ P is associated
a unique scalar zi ∈ Z (∀Pi , ∀Pj ∈ P : Pi 6= Pj ⇔ zi 6= zj ) representing the public
identifier of the participant in the system. First, each participant Pi selects a
random scalar si ∈ Zp that will represent his/her sub-secret and generates a
random polynomial
Pn fi (x) of degree t − 1 such that fi (0) = si . The sum of
sub-secrets S = i=1 si will represented the master secret that will be shared
by the participant. Nevertheless, S is not known to any participant. Second,
each participant Pi computes the sub-shares si,j = fi (zj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i and
securely sends si,j to Pj . Once a participant Pi receives sub-shares from all other
n − 1 participants,
Pn he/she/it computes si,i = fi (zi ) and computes it own master
share as Si0 = j=1 sj,i . Once each participant Pi has computed his master share
Si0 , the master secret key S can be constructed using the Lagrange interpolating
formula by any t out of n participants. Let us denote by Sk0 , 1 ≤ k ≤ t the set of
master shares to be used, the master secret can be constructed as following.


n
t
t
X
Y
zj  X
Sk0 ·
=
Si = S
zj − zi
i=1
k=1

4

j=1,j6=k

System and Security Models

In this section, we introduce the system model, system definition, threats model
and security requirements of our construction.
4.1

System Model

The architecture we consider in our approach involves five entities: A certificate
authority, multiple attribute authorities, data providers, and data consumsers
(users), and a cloud server.
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– The certificate authority (CA) is a blockchain-based PKI management system e.g., [20, 25] that is charged of setting up the system parameters such
as the bilinear environment to be used, the set of attributes and their respective public keys. CA is responsible of registering attribute authorities
as well as data consumers. Finally its responsible of choosing the robustness
level that should be satisfied, i.e., the number of attribute authorities that
should collaborate to issue a decryption key. We emphasis that the CA is
not involved in any decryption key issuing operation.
– Attribute authorities are mainly responsible of issuing decryption keys to
data consumers. In addition, they collaborate together with the CA to set
up the master public key of the system.
– Cloud storage server is an entity that provides data storage capabilities.
– The data provider is the entity aiming to share its data. It encrypts the
data to be shared using a chosen access structure formulated over a set of
attributes that defines who can access the shared data.
– The data consumer (data user) is the entity that will access and use the
shared data. He/She/It is labeled by a set of attributes. Data consumers
can download any encrypted (shared) data from the cloud service. However,
only those who are labeled with proper attributes can successfully decrypt
the encrypted data.
4.2

Definition of our Construction

Our construction is defined using seven algorithms that we denote CASetup,
AASetup, CAKeyGen, AAKeyGen, DecKeyGen, Encrypt, Decrypt. The algorithms CASetup and CAKeyGen are performed by CA, AASetup and AAKeyGen are performed by the attribute authorities, Encrypt is performed by data
providers, finally DecKeyGen and Decrypt are performed by data consumers.
– CASetup(λ) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input the security
parameter λ and outputs the public parameters of the system pp.
– AASetup(pp) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input the system
parameters pp and returns a secret key share sk and a master public key
share pk.
– CAKeyGen(pp) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input the system
parameters pp and outputs a global public master key P M KCA .
– AAKeyGen(P M KCA ) is a probabilistic algorithm performed by an attribute authority Ai that takes as input the public master key P M KCA and
outputs a (local) public master key P Ki .
– Encrypt(M, M, Ai ) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes a message M ,
and access structure M, and the attribute authority Ai chosen (trusted)
by the data provider for validating the access to the data and outputs an
encrypted data item bundle χ.
– DecKeyGen(P M KCA , A) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input
the global public master key P M KCA and the set of registered attribute
authorities A and output a secret decryption key K.
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– Decrypt(χ, K) is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input an encrypted
data item bundle χ and a decryption key K and outputs the plaintext M
if and only if (1) the access structure used to encrypt the the data item is
satisfied by the attributes involved in K, and (2) K is approved and signed
by the authority attribute trusted by the data item provider.
4.3

Threat model

In our construction, the CA is assumed to be a trusted entity, that is, he is supposed to issue correct certificates to the different entities of the system. As the
CA capabilities are supposed to be provided by a blockchain-based PKI management system e.g., [20, 25], then we fairly assume that the CA is a single point of
failure-free entity. The attribute authorities are honest but curious entities. That
is, they are supposed to honestly perform the different operations the proposed
construction, however some of them may be corrupted by an adversary that aims
to learn as much information as possible about the shared data. Moreover, we
assume that the cloud server is also honest but curious as it will correctly follow
the proposed protocol, yet may collude with malicious data consumers or compromised attribute authorities to get unauthorized access privileges. Finally we
assume the data consumers to be malicious entities that can collude with each
other, with the cloud server, and/or with compromised attribute authorities.
4.4

Security Requirements

Multiple malicious users may collude to access a data item that none of them can
decrypt alone. We require our construction to be secure against such collusion
attack. This requirement can be formalized as following.
Definition 3 (Collusion Resistance). Let λ be the security parameter, A be
the adversary, and C be the challenger. We consider the following game that we
denote ExpCol
A .
1. Setup: C executes CASetup, AASetup, CAKeyGen, and AAKeyGen algorithms. It then transmits the public parameters pp, the global public master
key P M KCA , and the public master keys P KAi (i ∈ [1, n]) to A.
2. Query – Phase 1: A can make a set of n adaptive secret decryption key
queries. For each query Qi , it submits the set of attributes ∆i that should be
involved in the decryption key and the attribute authority Ai that validate and
sign the secret decryption key. For each query Qi , C executes the algorithm
DecKeyGen to generate a valid secret decryption key KAi .
3. Challenge: A chooses two equal-length messages M0 , M1 , the public master
key P KAi∗ of Ai∗ ∈ A to be use for message encryption, and a challenge
access structure M∗ such that ∀i ∈ [1, n], ∆i does not satisfy M∗ . Then it
sends them to C. The latter chooses a random β ∈ {0, 1}, encrypts Mβ
under M∗ to get the challenge ciphertext C ∗ , and sends C ∗ to A.
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4. Query – Phase 2: A can make adaptive secret key queries as in phase 1. The
only restriction here is that the set of attributes ∆i involved in each query
does not satisfies M∗ , otherwise, A will trivially win the game by running
the Decrypt algorithm.
5. Guess: A outputs its guess β 0 of β.
Col

We define A’s advantage by Adv ExpA (λ) = |P r[β = β 0 ]−1/2|. Our construction
Col
is said to be collusion resistant if Adv ExpA (λ) is negligible.
In addition, we require our construction to be robust. That is, any data item
encrypted by a data consumer u remains fully protected as far as no more than
t − 1 attribute authorities including the one trusted by the data provider are
compromised. This requirement is formalized using the following definition.
Definition 4 ((t,n)-Robustness). Let λ be the security parameter, A be the
adversary, and C be the challenger. We consider the following game that we
denote ExpRob
A . We omit the first four steps of the game since they are the same
as defined in ExpCol
A .
5. Compromise: In this step, A can perform only one of the following actions:
(a) Adaptively chooses t − 1 < n attribute authorities including Ai∗ and
compromises them to get their master secret key shares ski , i ∈ [1, t − 1].
(b) A compromise all attribute authorities except Ai∗ .
6. Guess: A outputs its guess β 0 of β.
Rob

We define A’s advantage by Adv ExpA (λ) = |P r[β = β 0 ] − 1/2|. Our construcRob
tion is said to be (t,n)-Robust if Adv ExpA (λ) is negligible.

5

Our Proposed Scheme

In this section we give a detailed description of our construction. It is composed
of the following four phases: System initialization, user registration and key
generation, data encryption, and data decryption.
System Initialization In this phase, the system parameters are set up using
the following steps.
1. CA setup: This sub-process is performed by CA. The CA first chooses
a bilinear environment (G, GT , p, e(·, ·)) and choose g as a generator of G.
Then, CA defines a cryptographic hash functions H : GT → {0, 1}m for
some m. Finally, the CA chooses an unforgeable under adaptive chosen
message attacks signature system Ξ and generates a signature key CMK
and a verification key VMK. This process outputs the set parameters pp =
(G, GT , p, e(·, ·), H, Ξ, VMK).
2. AA registration: Each attribute authority sends a registration request to
CA. If it is a legal authority, the CA generate a random unique identifier
idAi ∈ Zp and generates a signed certificate ΥAi .
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3. Robustness level selection: According the number n of the registered
authorities, CA chooses the robustness level t (t < n) that should be satisfied
and publishes its public master key PMK CA = (pp, n, t).
4. AA setup: Let us denote A = {A1 , A2 , · · · , An } the set of registered attribute authorities. In this step, the n attribute authorities will collaborate
to build a shared secret using the trusted third party free threshold secret
sharing described in Section 3.2. Each Ai ∈ A selects a secret random αi ∈ Zp
and generates a random t − 1 degree polynomial fi (x) such that fi (0) = αi .
Then it calculates the sub-shares si,j = fi (idAj ), ∀i ∈ [1, n] and securely
sends the sub-share si,j to the entity Aj . Once, receiving n − 1 sub-shares
form all
attribute authorities, Ai computes its master secret key share
Pother
n
ski = i=1 sj,i and its master public key P
share pki = e(g, g)ski . We emphan
sis here that the master shared key α = i=1 αi is decided in the system,
but it should not be known to any entity in the system.
5. Global public key computation: this step performed by the CA which
randomly selects t out of the n master public key shares. Let us denote by I
the set of indices of the t chosen master public key shares. The global public
key of the system is then computed as follows:
Q

Y
i∈I

pki

idA
j
j∈I,j6=i idA −idA
j
i

=

Y

e(g, g)

Q
ski · j∈I,j6=i

idA
j
idA −idA
j
i

i∈I

= e(g, g)α
Then, the CA chooses a random master key a ∈ Zp and computes g a . Moreover, it chooses, for each attribute δ in the universe of attributes to be used
∆, a random public key oδ ∈ Zp and computes Θδ = g oδ . Then, the CA
updates its public master key PMK CA = (pp, n, t, g a , e(g, g)α , {Θδ }δ∈∆ ).
6. AA public key computation: each Ai ∈ A chooses a random βi ∈ Zp and
computes its master public key P Ki = e(g, g)α·βi . The master secret key of
Ai is SKi = {ski , βi }.
We note here the global master secret MSK = (a, α) does not need to be
obtained by any entity of the system. In addition, a does not need to be preserved
by CA. It’s also worth mentioning that all the information transferred between
the different entities are encrypted and signed by their sender.
Data Encryption The data encryption operation Encrypt is performed by the
data provider independently. Similarly to most recent ABE schemes, the data to
be shared M will be firstly encrypted using a secure symmetric key algorithm
such as AES. Then, the chosen symmetric key will be encrypted we described in
the following steps.
1. The data provider starts by choosing the attribute authority Ai ∈ A he/she
trusts for validating the access to the data to be encrypted and shared.
Afterwards, he/she defines the access policy that should be enforced as a
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monotone boolean formula. Then he/she executes the Encrypt algorithm
who picks a random s ∈ Zp and uses the master public key P Ki of the
chosen attribute authority Ai to generate the symmetric key as:
κ = H(P Kis ) = H e(g, g)α·βi ·s



Then the Encrypt algorithm encrypts M using κ to get Eκ (M ).
2. In the second step, the Encrypt algorithm uses the method presented in [13]
to transforms the access policy into an LSSS access structure (M, ρ). M is
an l × k LSSS matrix and ρ(x) maps each row of M to an attribute ρ(x).
Then, to hide the random element s used to generate the symmetric key,
the Encrypt algorithm chooses a random vector ~v = {s, v2 , · · · , vk } ∈ Zkp .
For each row vector Mi of M, λi = Mi · ~v > is calculated and a random
scalar ri ∈ Zp is chosen. The Encrypt algorithm computes the ciphertext C
as follows:


ri
i
C = C = g s , ∀i ∈ [1, l] : Ci = (g a )λi · Θ−r
,
D
=
g
i
ρ(i)
The Encrypt algorithm output the encrypted data Eκ (M ) and the ciphertext C. Finally the data owner sends the encrypted data item bundle χ =
(Ai , Eκ (M ), C) to the cloud server for storage.
User Registration and Key Generation When a user ui joins the system,
he/she sends a registration query to the CA to get a unique idui and a signed certificate Υui . Then, to get a decryption key, the user has to perform the following
two steps.
1. The user u chooses t out of the n attribute authorities according to his/her
own preferences and individually queries each of the chosen attribute authorities a decryption key share. The user can generate his secret decryption key
if and only if he/she gets t decryption key share from t different attribute
authorities. To get a decryption key share from the attribute authority Ai ,
the user sends a signed query containing its identity idu and its certificate
Υu . Ai verifies the signature of the CA on Υu then authenticates the request
by verifying the signature of the user on the request. If the user is legitimate,
(i)
Ai assigns a set of attributes ∆u to the user according to the access that
Ai wants to grant to the u. Then Ai chooses a random zi ∈ Zp and generate
a decryption key share as following:
zi
Ki = {Ki = g ski · g a·zi , Li = g bi , ∀δ ∈ ∆(i)
u : Kδ = Θδ }

We note here that each attribute authority may assign different set of attributes to the user. In this case, the user will be able only to compute a
(i)
decryption key that involves the set of attributes ∆u = ∩ti=1 ∆u that has
been assigned by all t attribute authorities.
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Once u gets t decryption key shares from t different attribute authorities,
he/she computes its decryption key as following.
K =

=

t
Y

idA
j
j=1,i6=j idA −idA
j
i

Qt

Ki

i=1
t
Y

g

idA
j
idA −idA
j
i

Q
ski · tj=1,i6=j

·g

Q
a·zi · tj=1,i6=j

idA
j
idA −idA
j
i

!

i=1
α

=g ·g
Pt


P
Q
a· ti=1 zi · tj=1,i6=j


i=1

L =g

Pt

∀δ ∈ ∆u : Kσ = Θδ

idA
j
idA −idA
j
i

Q
zi · tj=1,i6=j



i=1

idA
j
idA −idA
j
i

Q
zi · tj=1,i6=j





idA
j
idA −idA
j
i




Pt 
Qt
idAj
Now, by using d = i=1 zi · j=1,i6=j idA −id
, we can simplify the difAi
j
ferent elements of the user decryption key as follows.
K = {K = g α · g a·d , L = g d , ∀δ ∈ ∆u : Kδ = Θdδ }
2. As it is, the decryption key obtained in the previous step does not allow
the user to decrypt any encrypted data. To be able to decrypt data items
that has been encrypted using Ai public key, the user decryption key has to
be approved and signed by Ai . For this, the user chooses a random scalar
q ∈ Zp and randomizes its decryption key as follows:
K = {K = K q , L = Lq , ∀δ ∈ ∆u : K δ = Kδq }
Then the user sends a signed query containing its randomized decryption key
K and its certificate Υu to Ai . Once Ai receives the query, it authenticates
the request using the user certificate, then, based on the attributes that are
included on the key ∆u , Ai decides whether or not the received key should
be validated. If not, the user query is aborted. Otherwise, Ai uses its master
secret key SKi to compute the validated decryption key KAi . Then, it sends
the latter to the user.
βi

βi

βi

KAi = {K 0 = K , L0 = L , ∀δ ∈ ∆u : K 0 δ = K δ }
Once u receives the signed decryption key KAi , it removes the randomization
to compute the final signed (by Ai ) decryption key we denote KAi .
KAi = {K 0 = K 0
0

q −1

α

, L0 = L0

= {K = (g · g

a·d βi

q −1

0

q −1

, ∀δ ∈ ∆u : Kδ0 = K 0 δ

) ,L = g

d·βi

, ∀δ ∈ ∆u :

Kδ0

}

= Θδd·βi }

We emphasis here that in the key generation process, no interaction is required between the involved attribute authorities.
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Decryption The decryption process is performed by a data consumer (user)
u who runs the Decrypt algorithm. The user starts by downloading from the
cloud server the data item (Ai , Eκ (M ), C) that is supposed to be decrypted.
To be able to decrypt the data item, the decryption key issued to the data
consumer needs to fulfill two requirements: (1) It needs to be approved and
signed by Ai , and (2) the attribute sets ∆u involved in the decryption key
satisfies the access structure (M, ρ) used to encrypt the data item. Let Mu be a
sub-matrix of M, where each row of Mu corresponds to an attribute in ∆u , and
I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ A} be a subset of {1, 2, · · · , l}. Let us denote by Mi the ith row of
the matrix
M. The Decrypt algorithm computes a set of constants {wi }i∈I such
P
that i∈I wi · Mi = (1, 0, · · · , 0). Then, it uses the {wi }i∈I to decrypt the data
item as following.
C=Q

i∈I

=Q

i∈I

=

e(C, K 0 )


w i
0
e(Ci , L0 ) · e(Di , Kρ(i)
)

e(g, g)α·βi ·s · e(g, g)a·d·βi ·s
w i
e(g, g)a·d·λi ·βi · e(Θρ(i) , g)−ri ·d·βi · e(g, Θρ(i) )ri ·d·βi

e(g, g)α·βi ·s · e(g, g)a·d·βi ·s
Q
a·d·λi ·βi )wi
i∈I (e(g, g)

By considering that
X

wi · λi = (w1 , w2 , · · · , w|I| ) · ~λ>
I

i∈I

= (w1 , w2 , · · · , w|I| ) · Mu · ~v >
= (1, 0, · · · , 0) · (s, v2 , · · · , vn ) = s
we get C = e(g, g)α·βi ·s . Then, the Decrypt algorithm computes the symmetric
key κ = H(C). Using κ, it decrypts the encrypted data Eκ (M ) to get M .

6

Security analysis

We now demonstrate the security and robustness of the proposed construction
by proving that it fulfills the security requirements defined in Section 4.4.
Theorem 1. Our construction is collusion resistant under the GDHE assumption.
Theorem 2. Our construction is (t,n)-robust under the GDHE assumption.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a formally proved secure and robust Cyber Security information sharing solution relying on a novel attribute-based encryption

Secure and Robust Cyber Security Threat Information Sharing
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scheme that combines both the advantages of centralized and decentralized ABE
while overcoming their weaknesses. In contrast to centralized ABE schemes, our
construction is a single point of failure-free on security since it requires the collaboration of several entities for decryption key issuing. In addition, in contrast
to existing decentralized ABE schemes, our construction does not require the
data providers to fully trust all attributes authorities, only a single authority
should be trusted.
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